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Open Brief / Open Letter

to

-Iran -

Iran can't build power

Ahamdinejad,

If there's something you can't ...its ... 'to build power in Iran'. 

• First you don't know 'how to use power given to you by the fact that there's an ICC-lawcase 
against NL'.  

• Second, you can't build power with Medical Isotopes. 

Why not?
You want to torment Human Rights-organisations 'back' with the death penalty. 
Very much aware of the evidence that EU-member-presidents  'work with the death penalty too '- 
although its designed as being the more civilized model  'Genocide by Bureaucracy'-.   

I know...,  I always say:

'An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth is effective', 
but you must put it in NL+ EU perspective... 

Meaning: 'Use the identical bureaucracy-games foreigners drop on Iran'. 
When Iran can't start a new core-business Medical Isotopes due to political-webgames,   Iran 
must build a blockage with political-webgames. 

What should you have done over the past year?
• Announced loud and clearly 'that you know that there's an ICC-case against NL, covered up by 

EU + UN + NATO + USA'.
Followed by the statement:'Iran will be a member of the Statute of Rome'.

• This would have made EU-politics listen in silence + shitt their jeans....
• Political parties would have started to clean up their own internal favourism & corruption. 

Iran needs these procedures in order to get an deeper inside look into the way NL-politics 
works.     

The result would have been that Iran would have had all the power in the Middle-East  needed to 
rule over NL + EU. This would have given you the  freedom to do whatever you like with nuclear 
energy.

• When you want to be 100 % in controle of the production of Medical Isotopes – next to the 
increase of political power – you must go ahead with the transport of uranium via Russia & 
France.
Its too late now...but you should have accepted that business-deal  instantly..., while thinking:
'In 2012 we will demand the end of those transport...and start a nice new political  row if we 
have to'  = in 2013 the uraniaum-production is 100% located in Iran.

What can you do today?
Explain to Earth what you should have done over the past year = Work with truth in the moment!
 
Let me do the nano-seconds; you are not ready for those onces.

Have an energetic-day, 
desiree 
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